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After being abandoned for many centuries, mosaics re-
turned as a form of architectural decoration in the middle of 
the nineteenth century. The technique was revived in part 
as the result of successful experiments with the produc-
tion of mosaic molten glass in Venice. The first generation 
of mosaicists working across Europe grew up in the local 
workshop of Antonio Salviati (1816–1890) – originally a law-
yer by profession. Salviati was a great inspiration for anoth-
er entrepreneur in the sphere of artistic glass production – 
Albert Neuhauser (1832–1901). He first founded a successful 
stained-glass factory in Innsbruck with his partners (1861) 
and later established his own mosaic workshop Mosaik- 
-Werkstätte für christliche Kunst (1876–1899). After 1900 
its work was carried on by the successor company Tiroler 
Glasmalerei- und Mosaikanstalt, which merged stain glass 
and mosaic production. Both workshops supplied mosaic 
work to Bohemia and Moravia, in the form of commissions 
applied to monumental architecture as well as smaller-scale 
mosaics for tombstones or tomb decorations. The present 
study focuses on the sepulchral mosaics produced by the 
Innsbruck workshops between the 1880s and the 1920s. 

An overview of previous research

Increased attention has recently been paid to the work of 
mosaic artists from Innsbruck. Research in the Czech Re-
public tends to be conducted in two areas – topography and 
restoration. The former is produced in a university milieu, 
where Tyrolean mosaics were studied in 2012–2015 within 
the framework of research on the art topography of mosaic 
works in the territory of the Czech Republic.1 This project 
led to the creation of a professional map with mosaic cata-
logue entries that has been available online since the au-
tumn of 2015.2 During that stage, the works were examined 
in situ and supplemented with information from period lit-
erature and archival sources available in Czech archives. The 
basic project was followed by further research in 2016–2018, 
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which used archival sources from the private archive of the 
Tiroler Glasmalerei company and compared findings with 
evidence of the work traceable in the Czech Republic. This 
research resulted in two studies. The text Evropská tradice 
a počátek novodobé mozaiky v Čechách a na Moravě (Europe-
an tradition and the beginnings of early modern mosaics in 
Bohemia and Moravia)3 focused on the context surround-
ing the revival of mosaic production in the Czech milieu 
and the work of Tyrolean mosaicists in the late nineteenth 
and early twentieth centuries. Also published in addition 
to this information was an article titled Skleněné mozaiky 
od  konce 19. do  poloviny 20. století – příspěvek k  umělecké 
topografii Moravy (Glass mosaics from the late nineteenth 
and early twentieth century – a contribution to the art to-
pography of Moravia).4 Sepulchral mosaics produced by Ty-
rolean workshops in relation to their competitors was also 
subject of the conference contribution.5

The second area of research on Innsbruck mosaics is 
linked to the activities of the association Art & Craft MOZAIKA 
(Art and Craft Mosaics) and the restoration surveys and work 
carried out by its members, led by Magdalena Kracík 
Štorkánová. Information about Tyrolean mosaics was tan-
gentially discussed in the catalogue produced to accompany 
the exhibition Opus musivum that the association organised 

in 2015.6 Cooperation on preparing the exhibition led to clos-
er contacts with the successor companies of the original Ty-
rolean mosaicists (Natascha Mader at Tiroler Glasmalerei and 
Malu Storch at the head of Storch Mosaik). With respect to 
conservation of for mosaics, it should be added that Kracík 
Štorkánová has referred in several articles to the restoration 
of the mosaic on the tomb of the Peluněk family in Smíchov 
Cemetery in Prague (Malvazinky).7 A publication titled Atlas 
funeral. Hřbitov Malvazinky (Funeral atlas. Malvazinky Ceme-
tery) was eventually created around this restoration and it 
discusses issues connected with artistic tombstones in one 
particular cemetery in Prague, with one chapter devoted spe-
cifically to local mosaics. With the help of materials from the 
company’s private archive, it was possible to identify the set 
of mosaics in Malvazinky Cemetery as work produced by  
Tiroler Glasmalerei- und Mosaikanstalt dating from 1900. 

A  meeting called Mosaic Connection took place in 
2018, the proceedings of which are available online.8 Most 
texts contain summaries of data published in the past. Most 
of the contributions are by Austrian authors of earlier publi-
cations on the history of Tyrolean glass-painting and mosaic 
production (Elisabeth Maireth, Reinhard Rampold, Gernot 
and Heidrun Fusseneger or Malu Storch). There is also a con-
tribution by Kracík Štorkánová mentioning a  selection of 

1 – Poetsch family tomb with an Annunciation composition based 

on a design by Michael Rieser, 1884. Innsbruck, West Cemetery

2 – Poetsch family tomb, detail of an angel’s face from the 

Annunciation mosaic, 1884. Innsbruck, West Cemetery
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work in the Czech Republic by Tyrolean companies, including 
mosaics in some Prague tombs, once again especially in the 
Malvazinky cemetery.9

Less attention is at present paid to mosaic produc-
tion from Innsbruck in Austria. Researchers have drawn on 
the period overviews of activity that were published to mark 
the milestones in the existence of the Tyrolean glass-paint-
ing company Tiroler Glasmalerei.10 This information was 
also used by Elisabeth Maireth in her PhD thesis.11 Reinhard 
Rampold added further knowledge in a publication summing 
up the history of glass painting that was issued to mark the 
140th anniversary of the Glasmalerei’s founding.12 A publica-
tion titled Malen mit Glas und Licht came out ten years later 
with contributions from various authors that mainly dis-
cussed stained glass and glass painting.13 One of the texts 
in this anthology was by Heidrun Fusseneger, who focused 
primarily on glass-painting production based on research she 
carried out preparing her Master’s and PhD theses.14 Among 
the latest research devoted to individual monumental works 
by mosaicists from Innsbruck, we should name, for example, 
Ilse Knoflacher’s Master’s thesis15 that partly deals with the 
company’s cooperation with Leopold Forstner, who com-
pleted his apprenticeship with Tiroler Glasmalerei.16 The  
latest publication by Austrian authors – a  brief overview of 
the Innsbruck-based mosaic company’s history – has been 
published in Czech.17

The overall state of research on work by Tyrolean 
mosaicists is not yet satisfactory. Such production, which lies 
on the boundary between art and craft, had long remained 
outside the attention of Czech and Austrian researchers alike. 
Only as a deeper interest in historicising architecture and its 
artistic equipment has emerged in recent years have research-
ers revised their view of mosaics as well. Most of them, after 
all, are examples of contemporary religious art, which has also 
only recently become a popular research topic. In Austria, this 
trend is represented, for instance, by a monograph that was 
published on the church painter and designer of monumen-
tal works for church buildings (including glass paintings and 
mosaics) Johann Evangelist Klein,18 and in the Czech Repub-
lic, it is represented by the book Neklidem k Bohu. Náboženské 
vý tvarné umění v  Čechách a  na  Moravě v  letech 1870–1914 
(Through unease to God. The religious fine arts in Bohemia 
and Moravia in the years 1870–1914).19 

From Mosaik-Werkstätte für christliche Kunst 
to Tiroler Glasmalerei- und Mosaikanstalt

At the time of its founding, the Innsbruck-based mosaic 
workshop was regarded as Central Europe’s breakthrough 
into the hegemony of an Italian branch of art. This is how 
it was presented after its establishment not only in the Ty-
rolean region but also in professional journals read across 
the Austro-Hungarian monarchy. The company was thought 

3 – Tombstone of painter Georg Mader, detail of the mosaic in the 

central part of the tombstone, 1884. Innsbruck, Wilten cemetery

4 – A page from the mosaic catalogue Illustrierte Preisliste von 

verschiedenen Mosaikarbeiten aus der Mosaik-Werkstätte des Albert 

Neuhauser in Innsbruck Tirol, late nineteenth century. Private 

collection
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to have been founded in 1877.20 This date can be found in 
earlier publications and also in all recent contributions.21 
A revision of the research into the company’s earliest history 
has shown, however, that the mosaic workshop came into 
existence as early as at the beginning of 1876 under the name 
Mosaik-Werkstätte für christliche Kunst.22 In an advertise-
ment repeatedly placed in a local periodical on the occasion of 
the workshop’s establishment, the founder Albert Neuhauser 
explained, that he had been playing with the idea of found-
ing a mosaic atelier for some time, but he was only able to 
devote himself to the practical preparations for it thanks to 
favourable circumstances after he was succeeded in managing 
Glasmalerei by Albert Jele (1844–1900).23 This gave Neuhauser 
time to study the mosaic technique directly in Italy, which he 
visited together with the painter from Vienna Johann Evan-
gelist Klein (1823–1883).24 They were granted access to the 
Vatican’s mosaic workshops, where they were able to draw 
inspiration and knowledge. In Italy, Neuhauser reportedly 
acquainted himself also with the ‘reviver’ of mosaics, Antonio 
Salviati, an entrepreneur from Venice.25 

A  rather eloquent and hopefully reliable source of 
information about the workshop’s beginnings and activities 
is an article titled Die Emailmosaik in Innsbruck published in 
Österrechische Kunst-Chronik in 1883. Its author describes the 
founding of the workshop, the difficulties of glass produc-
tion, and the staffing – the Venetian mosaicist Luigi Solerti  
(1846–1902), ‘a  leading Italian author’, worked in the atelier 
with one helper in its first half-year. Three more Venetians 

were hired as the number of commissions rose, while local 
apprentices gradually started to be trained in Innsbruck’s 
Kunstgewerbeschule. 

Acquiring the experienced Solerti was apparently one 
of the ‘favourable circumstances’ that made it possible for 
Albert Neuhauser to establish the workshop. Luigi Solerti 
had completed his apprenticeship in Antonio Salviati’s mo-
saic plant in Venice, but almost his whole professional career 
was tied to Innsbruck. He was the workshop’s art director for 
24 years until its restructuring in 1900. He was in charge of 
commissions for new works and he paid purposeful attention 
also to restoration – we know of him in the latter context also 
in Prague, where he assessed the condition and designed the 
renovation of a medieval mosaic of the Last Judgement on St 
Vitus Cathedral. He focused on mosaics also on the theoreti-
cal level – his lectures on the history of the technique and its 
practical aspects were published in print. His principal paper 
dealing with mosaics in modern art came out in 1900.26 From 
a  fundamentally practical position, he required that artists 
who design such works should be well informed about the 
material in which their compositions were to be rendered, 
particularly the colouring effects and the method used to 
set the materials. As there was no art school that focused on 
mosaic work in the late nineteenth and early twentieth cen-
turies, artists had to travel to Italy and acquaint themselves 
with the technique there. As well as Solerti, Josef Pfefferle 
(1862–1939) – an Austrian who also completed his apprentice-
ship with Salviati in Venice – worked in the workshop from 

5 – Gilbert Heidegger, design for the Virgin Mary mosaic in the urn hall at Kokořín Castle, 1913. Innsbruck, private corporate archive of 

Tiroler Glasmalerei
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1877.27 Together with Luigi Solerti, they were the experts who 
headed the workshop until 1900. 

Throughout its existence, this mosaic atelier was 
considered the sister company of the Innsbruck-based glass 
painting company Tiroler Glasmalerei. Where we lack data, 
we must instead look into the background of this company, 
with which the mosaic workshop was linked personally and 
sometimes also by the location of its commissions. After all, 
its first public work, Madonna, was designed for the facade 
of the glass painting company’s building in Innsbruck, and 
as early as 1876, Neuhauser’s enterprise contributed smaller 
mosaics to decorate the Votivkirche in Vienna, for which the 
glass painting company received a  commission for a  large 
stained-glass work. 

Like mosaics, stained glass and glass painting works 
required specific artistic. The question of glass production is 
relatively well answered as for the glass painting company. 
Albert Neuhauser carried out tests on material in his own 
glassworks. In Innsbruck, they produced their own flat glass 
and even supplied it to clients abroad. Later, because of a cus-
toms duty, this production of the material no longer paid and 
the glass painting company then only produced glass for its 
own needs. The corporate glassworks closed down in 1898, 
and after that, the company used Hubersche Glashütte in 
Kramsach.28 Elisabeth Maireth says that the mosaic company 
also produced its own glass material, but she believes that it 
had initially used glass imported from Italy.29 From contem-
porary literature, however, we can see that the glassworks 
was part of the company from the beginning and that its ori-

gin was accompanied by chemical experiments. A workshop 
with furnaces (Schmelz- und Kühlofen) certainly existed by 
1883, along with a steam engine to power the grinders (Schlei-
fräder). They were located on the ground floor of the factory 
building, along with a  storeroom containing the material, 

6 – Mosaic of Christ based on a design by Gilbert Heidegger, 1913. Kokořín, urn hall at Kokořín Castle

7 – František Sequens, the design for the Christ the Good Shepherd 

mosaic for the tomb of František Mašek in Prague, 1890s.  

Innsbruck, private corporate archive of Tiroler Glasmalerei
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numbered and sorted according to colour shades. The molten 
glass cakes had a diameter of 12–15 cm.30 

In 1880, the management of the glass painting com-
pany decided to set up a  branch in Vienna,31 and a  branch 
of Neuhauser’s mosaic company was automatically estab-
lished alongside it; an 1884 advertisement informs us that 
this branch of the glass painting company had the address 
Wien VI, Magdalenenstrasse Nr. 29, and Mosaik-Werkstätte 
des Albert Neuhauser was represented at the same location.32 
The Innsbruck-based company had acquired a  rental house 
in Magdalenenstrasse and rebuilt it into a  ‘Stätte der Kunst 
und des Kunstgewerbes’, as an inscription in sgraffito and mo-
saic on the facade stated.33 The painter Carl Jobst (1835–1907) 
rendered the historical and allegorical scenes in sgraffito, 
while the mosaic was the work of Albert Neuhauser’s atel-
ier. Prof.  Hermann von Riewel (1832–1897) was the affiliate 
company’s artistic director and its technical director was Carl 
Gold, who was originally the head of the commercial depart-
ment in Innsbruck.34 

The merger of the mosaic workshop and the glass-
painting company represented the biggest impact on the 
structure of the enterprise. As of 1 January 1900, it operated 
under the name Tiroler Glasmalerei- und Mosaikanstalt. It 
was probably in this connection that the company’s two lead-
ing experts, Luigi Solerti and Josef Pfefferle, left in 1900 and 
established their own workshops.35 Josef Bamberger, Josef 

Bruni, Alberto Fachetti, Josef Handle, Leonhard Kirchner, 
Rudolf Margreiter, Franz Plank, Franz Sauerwein, Josef Stein-
kellerer, and Josef Wild remained employees of the mosaic 
atelier.

Durable decorations for eternity

Compared to other painting techniques, mosaics were con-
sidered a durable material: ‘Mosaic does not perish as quickly 
as sgraffiti and does not fade like paintings; apart from temporal 
durability, it has the advantage of a strong colourful note, ener-
getic where needed and radiant.’36 It seemed ideal for decorat-
ing sepulchral places. In the second half of the nineteenth 
century, it was used in the decoration of cemeteries in Rome 
(Verano), Venice, and Florence, and, as the craft developed, 
in Vienna and Munich as well. In the conservative milieu of 
Central Europe, however, it represented an innovation that 
was in need of broader promotion. Compositions for tomb 
interiors, entrance tympana, the walls of arcade tomb chap-
els, or sepulchral stelae were not initially the main objective 
of Neuhauser’s workshop. In the first decades, its advertise-
ments focused on acquiring more monumental commissions 
(decorating churches, altars, and important secular build-
ings). Only with the decline of historicising architecture in 
the late nineteenth century did mosaicists also have to seek 
smaller commissions. While the companies continued to 

8 – The Madonna based on a design by František Sequens, 1882. Prague, Smíchov Cemetery, Roskoschny family tomb
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promote the potential of glass material in a similar manner, 
they started to concentrate also on customers who wanted 
to invest money in decorating their sepulchral places. Two 
advertisements for rival companies published on the same 
page of the periodical Christliche Kunstblätter in 1908 provide 
a good example. As well as stained glass, Tiroler Glasmalerei 
und Mosaik-Anstalt Innsbruck offered unbreakable (‘unzer-
störbar’) pictures in wonderful colours from their own glass 
mosaics intended for all types of monumental architecture 
including graves and tombs. Next to it, Josef Pfefferle of  
Zierl, a former employee of the company and now the owner 
of his own mosaic workshop, advertised his Mosaikwerk-
stätte für kirchliche Kunst. His offer also included sepulchral 
works (‘Grabmonumente’).37 No specific advertisement for 
Neuhauser’s workshop or its successor, Tiroler Glasmalerei- 
und Mosaikanstalt, has been found in the Czech lands, but in 
the early twentieth century, the promotion of mosaic work 
there emphasised sepulchral decoration as well.38

Given that past publications have focused almost ex-
clusively on the company’s production for monuments, it has 
been necessary to trace sepulchral mosaic production primar-
ily in situ. In contrast to the thorough business records of the 
merged Tiroler Glasmalerei- und Mosaikanstalt, records on 
the commissions done by Neuhauser’s workshop (1876–1899) 

have not been preserved. We therefore had to work on the as-
sumption that the earliest sepulchral commissions that came 
into existence shortly after the foundation of the company 
would be located in its own neighbourhood – in cemeteries 
in and around Innsbruck. 

We were also able to trace findings from field re-
search, which provided us with numerous comparisons for 
Czech works, in the contemporary regional press. According 
to news publications, the first mosaic decoration of a sepul-
chral monument appeared in the Innsbruck city cemetery 
in 1880. Information about this artistic innovation was pub-
lished repeatedly in local periodicals, which had covered the 
artefactual additions to the city’s cemetery on a steady basis, 
as can be seen, for example, in an extensive description of 
the West Cemetery (Westfriedhof) in 1873. This square cem-
etery, founded a  mere fifteen years earlier, was surrounded 
with arcades on all sides and equipped with numerous mural 
paintings and sculptural works done by local authors. In its 
conclusion, the article also praised this final resting ground as 
a place for the presentation of ‘Tyrolean art’.39 

Work produced by Neuhauser’s workshop was also 
viewed in a regional perspective and it was promoted in this 
way in newspaper articles at the beginning of the company’s 
existence. As well as the press’s coverage of the company’s 

9 – Head of Christ based on a design by Max Rainer, late nineteenth or early twentieth century. Prague, Vyšehrad Cemetery,  

Nowak family tomb
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10 – Antonín Barvitius (?), design for a tomb with a scheme of the installation of a mosaic medallion featuring the Madonna, before 1900. 

Innsbruck, private corporate archive of Tiroler Glasmalerei
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major commissions in Austria and abroad, which were re-
garded as indicative of the Tyrolean company’s success, it 
also referred to domestic work, including sepulchral mosaic 
production. According to an article from April 1880, the first 
‘in Mosaik ausgeführte Grabmonument’ in Innsbruck was pur-
chased for the family of Albert Jele and was installed on the 
south wall of the church in Wilten.40 As the current head of 
the Tyrolean glass painting company, Jele had very close ties 
to his colleague’s enterprise. The production of this mosaic 
may also have been intended as a distinctive way of advertis-
ing a  specific commission that the city’s milieu was not yet 
used to.41 Other mosaics followed rather quickly, and again 
were met with a response in the press. A ‘wallpaper’ mosaic, 
with a dark red field and the geometric motif of a wide bor-
der, was set on the background of a marble memorial to Jo-
sef Kiebach, paid for by the city and located in the arcades of 
the West Cemetery. A  contemporary comment pointed out 
that while the terse shapes would have looked too simple in 
a fresco, the ‘noble’ material of the mosaic elevated them with 
its reflections, and the commentator poetically likened them 
to the magical reflections of light on the waves of a calm sea.42 
The text ended with an appeal to private owners of sepul-
chral places to follow the municipal authority’s example and 
order more durable (‘unvergänglich’) works created using the 
‘ancient technique’ for cemetery premises. The Neuhauser 
company was also presented to customers as a prizewinning 
company – a silver medal from a Berlin exhibition of ceramics 
and construction works – and one that would supply works 
to replace the previously popular frescoes, which did not last 
long in the unfavourable Tyrolean climate.43 

In 1884, the press extensively discussed the replace-
ment of an inelegant mural painting in the arcades above the 
tomb of the Poetsch family with a mosaic of the same topic, 
the Annunciation, which was created from a design by aca-
demic painter Michael Rieser (1828–1905) from Vienna.44 [Fig. 
1, 2] Comments on the new mosaic in the press not only dealt 
with its composition but also voiced admiration of the preci-
sion of the craftsmanship behind the mosaic created by Luigi 
Solerti and his apprentices. Another interesting aspect is the 
writer’s effort to dispel the doubts surrounding this rela-
tively expensive technique, including the belief that mosaics 
needed to be viewed from a greater distance, which the tombs 
in the arcades did not allow for. A similar problem was also 
pointed out in connection with the mosaic works in West-
friedhof elsewhere.45 

So far, we have discussed large-scale compositions that 
found use hidden on the rear sides of the arcades that encircled 
the cemetery. At the same time, however, much less demanding 
works were installed on free-standing tombstones. The grave of 
painter Georg Mader (1824–1881),46 Neuhauser’s colleague and 
co-founder of the stained-glass company, was adorned with 
decorative panels contrasting with the white marble area set 
on a simple cross with a cubic pedestal. [Fig. 3]

A mosaic composition featuring a lyre, as an attribute 
of the art of poetry, was set on the socle of a pylon in grey-
blue marble erected in 1885 at the grave of poet Otto Precht-
ler (1813–1881). Albert Neuhauser donated the composition to 
the memorial as a gift.47 Among works installed further afield, 
a mosaic of the Resurrected Christ for the grave of the Froh-
ner family in Pest was published in 1883.48 

The Neuhauser company’s sepulchral commissions 
represent an as yet unexplored topic both in Austria and 
abroad. From a  survey of cemeteries in Innsbruck, Vienna, 
and the Czech lands, it is evident that the workshop worked 
on numerous large compositions as well as on small orna-
mental works, which often varied according to the different 
customers. More light has been shed on the details of this 
by research produced in the Czech Republic, for which the 
Innsbruck-based workshop was the most frequent supplier of 
mosaic works until 1904.49 

Between Bohemia and Innsbruck

Czech customers knew art production from Innsbruck well. 
The glass-painting company had made numerous stain glass 
works for both Bohemia and Moravia since the 1860s.50 The 
mosaics company itself was presented in the Czech milieu for 
the first time (apart from the above-mentioned professional 
journals with a monarchy-wide impact) in a monographic 
study by Hans Semper published in instalments in 1890 in 
the journal of the industrial arts museum in Brno.51 Earlier 
reports in the Czech press took the form of minor references 
to mosaic works presented at art,52 industry, or construction 
exhibitions. We can get an idea of what a simple exposition 
was like, combining small mosaics with photos of completed 
works, from a report from 1880: ‘The Innsbruck-based Neuhauser 
company, the first firm in Austria producing glass mosaics and 
creating church paintings on glass, has exhibited mosaic pictures 
of Charles IV, Madonna, the large imperial coat of arms, etc., as 
well as numerous photographs.’ 53 

Future customers could also draw on their own ex-
perience with monumental works. The first commission for 

11 – The Madonna based on a design by Philipp Schumacher, before 

1900. Prague, Vyšehrad Cemetery, Špaček family tomb 
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Neuhauser’s workshop in Bohemia was probably the deco-
ration work it created for the exterior of the Church of St 
Wenceslas in Smíchov (c. 1883). Smaller mosaic accents in the 
form of round turquoise discs with gold crosses were applied 
to the portal and window heads on the side facades of the 
church’s Neo-Renaissance architecture, designed by Antonín 
Barvitius (1823–1901), while spandrels with laurel wreaths 
and rectangular fields with varicoloured candelabra reflect-
ing off the gold background found their place on the front 
facade. A large-scale mosaic was later set in the interior of the 
church, in the presbytery concha, based on designs by Josef 
Matyáš Trenkwald (1893). 

Another important secular commission from Prague 
was for lunettes based on designs by Mikoláš Aleš (1852–1913) 
and intended for the cornices of the Zemská banka (Land 
Bank) Palace (1894–1896). When the building’s architect, Os-
vald Polívka (1859–1931), was considering what technique to 
apply to the exposed parts of the building, after some initial 
uncertainties he chose mosaic work over mural painting.54 
The Neuhauser company introduced itself in Moravia with 
the Immaculata it created for the front facade of the monastic 
church in Rajhrad near Brno (1895) and with a similar picture 
of the Enthroned Madonna on the facade of the pilgrimage 
church in Tuřany near Brno (1898). The author of the design 
for the first of these works was the late painter from Vienna 
Johann Evangelist Klein. In view of his long-term collabora-
tion with the Tyrolean glass-painting workshop and with 
Neuhauser’s company, we can assume that the motif for the 

Rajhrad facade was selected from a store of existing designs 
that the company had at its disposal. The Madonna from 
Tuřany was designed by the painter Josef Ladislav Šichan 
(1847–1918), who resided in Brno.55 

A  question for further research is not only which 
artists clients selected for their work and according to what 
criteria but also why they chose to have the work produced 
as a mosaic in the first place. After all, the durability of the 
glass that was proclaimed as the material’s advantage was off-
set by the relatively high price of a mosaic and the need to 
communicate with a remote supplier. This decision may not 
have been entirely transparent, either. Regardless of whether 
the mosaic decoration in question was monumental or sepul-
chral, the architects or stonemasons often played a part in the 
choice. For some of them, recommending a mosaic to a cus-
tomer might have been motivated by the commissions they 
received from the Innsbruck-based factory. 

The details about the system by which mosaic works 
were ordered by Czech clients from the Innsbruck-based mo-
saic workshop are rather varied. The communication with 
customers can be traced from the books of orders stored in 
the archive of what is today the Tiroler Glasmalerei compa-
ny.56 They contain records of completed commissions start-
ing from the beginning of 1900.57 The mosaic production 
is registered in separate files. Individual records include the 
name of the location the order was destined for and the ob-
ject, a basic drawing of the shape and dimensions of the work, 
and a regesta of the communication between the client and 

12 – Rudolf Margreiter, design for the mosaic panels on the marble extension of the Unger family tomb in Vyšehrad Cemetery in Prague, 

1901. Innsbruck, private corporate archive of Tiroler Glasmalerei
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the company from the point of initial contact up to the fi-
nal bill. The designs of the works are partially preserved in 
the files (in the form of coloured sketches), partially photo-
graphed and pasted into a two-part album.58 The latter most-
ly take the form of photographs of the cartoons; photographs 
of the finished mosaic works are rare. The albums are sorted 
by topic according to different branches of iconography. They 
apparently served not only for presenting the works to the cli-
ents but also for a basic orientation in the pictorial templates 
that the company had at its disposal in its own stores.

The records on nineteenth-century commissions 
from the time before A. Neuhauser’s mosaic workshop 
merged with the glass-painting company are not so precise. 
As neither albums nor books of orders exist, we must make 
do with the company’s printed catalogue Illustrierte Preisliste 
von Verschiedenen Mosaicarbeiten aus der Mosaik Werkstätte 
des Albert Neuhauser in Innsbruck Tirol59 [Fig. 4] or with the 
fragments of information that the company archive inherited 
from its predecessor – most notably, sets of designs or col-
oured sketches that were kept in folders together with later 
works.60 Some sketches were not found in the past but are at 
least registered in the inventory, sometimes with a record of 
the ordering party. These records indicate that various mosa-
ic works that were supposedly made for clients in Prague have 
to date not been located, such as a Purgatory Madonna (Ma-
dona der Armen Seelen) and a Christ on the Cross, both by an 
author with the surname Rudi. We know that the design for 
a Madonna by František Sequens (1836–1896) was also origi-
nally deposited in the set of sketches.61 Some of the surviv-
ing sketches cannot be identified with any preserved mosaics 
either, such as a  mosaic Seraph by Franz Schatz, which was 
intended for Smíchov (probably for a tomb in Malvazinky) or 
a  tympanum bearing the letters ‘PX’, which was ordered by 
Ludvík Šalda (1855–1909), a master stonemason and factory 
owner from Prague.62 By contrast, the destination of a tym-
panum design featuring a cross and a palm branch ordered 
by ‘Prof.  Myslbeck’ is clear, as this mosaic was undoubtedly 
intended to be placed on the pedestal of Karel Sladkovský’s 
grave from 1884 in Olšany Cemeteries.63 

This information refers to the person who commu-
nicated with the Innsbruck-based company. The order was 
arranged by Josef Václav Myslbek (1848–1922), who was in 
charge of the sculptural component of the Sladkovský monu-
ment.64 For the nineteenth century, he is an exceptional per-
son documented in this position. After 1900, the business 
records contain information about all clients who placed 
orders. They included private investors, companies that in-
stalled art and mosaics, as well as architects. Architects are 
naturally more often documented placing orders for mosaics 
to decorate monumental works65 but are rather rare among 
clients ordering sepulchral mosaics. Architect Jan Kotěra 
(1871–1923), for instance, ordered small mosaic bands created 
according to his own designs for the stele on the grave of Max 

Perutz in 1904.66 Church architect Adolf Duchoň (1854–?) or-
dered mosaics to decorate the borders of compositions in the 
arcades of the Malvazinky churchyard in 1900.67 In the case 
of larger tombs, it was sometimes the design companies that 
arranged the order. The Technisches Bureau für Architekten 
und Bauausführung Wiedermann Gustav from Františkovy 
Lázně arranged for a supply of a number of mosaic composi-
tions for sepulchral architecture in nearby Horní Lomany.68 

Most mosaics, however, were ordered by stonema-
sons or stonemason companies that specialised in sepulchral 
production, and they recommended the company among 
themselves – the sculptor A. Riedl and his company wrote to 
Innsbruck that he was turning to them upon recommenda-
tion by the Šalda company in Prague (Syenit- und Marmor-
warenfabrik, Šalda).69 After all, stonemason Ludvík Šalda 
was among the first to install mosaic works in tombs back in 
the 1880s, in cooperation with Myslbek and architect Barvi-
tius. Orders were also sent to Innsbruck by sculptor Johann  
Eduard Tomola (1845–1907) from Brno, sculptor and master 
stonemason Wilhelm Drechsler (1865–1919) from Opava, and 
master stonemason Franz Gruner from Krnov.70 

It was profitable to recommend a mosaic work to an 
investor – Ludvík Šalda explicitly asked for a commission and 
got 10% of the value of the work.71 A  7% commission went 
to Carl Gold, the head of the Vienna branch of Tiroler Glas-
malerei und Mosaikanstalt, for the decoration of the tomb-
stone for the Chmelarz family in the Prostějov cemetery. He 
also received 3.5% of the price of the Immaculata that Gustav 
Wiedermann’s office in Františkovy Lázně ordered for the 
tomb chapel of the Diessl family in Horní Lomany.72 Sculptor 
Johann Eduard Tomola from  Brno received 5% of the price 
of a mosaic tympanum of the Saviour after he recommended 
the company to district doctor Julius Petter, who ordered the 
decoration for a chapel above the city. 

Most private investors left their commissions in the 
hands of experts, but there are exceptions among them as 
well. When Jana Šubertová ordered a half-figure of St Wen-
ceslas for a  family grave in the arcades of Vinohrady Cem-
etery in 1915, she arranged the whole commission with the 
Tyrolean company herself.73 Jaroslav Pacovský acted similarly 
when he ordered a mosaic of Christ Victorious for a grave in 
Písek.74 A simpler situation arose when Václav Anton Špaček 
turned to Innsbruck to request a  new copy of a  medallion 
with the Madonna holding the blessing Infant Jesus that the 
company had set on a tomb at Vyšehrad Cemetery. This time, 
he wanted the work for a newly built house.75 In other cases, 
however, Špaček cooperated with architect Osvald Polívka, 
who also ordered complete mosaic decorations for an urn hall 
at Kokořín Castle on Špaček’s behalf.76 

Some stonemasons apparently attempted to incorpo-
rate mosaic works among the items they sold on a long-term 
basis. Wilhelm Drechsler from Opava wrote in 1907 that he 
visited Tiroler Glasmalerei und Mosaikanstalt during his trip 
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to Italy and wanted to order small mosaic motifs from it. In 
the end, he ordered three ‘consecration crosses’, created ac-
cording to an offered template, and he managed to get a quan-
tity discount. The round medallions, 18 cm in diameter, were 
apparently not successful with customers, however, as we 
do not find this stonemason in any further correspondence. 
Franz Gruner asked the company for examples of several mo-
saic designs for monuments in 1913 and a sales representative 
at the mosaic works wrote saying they had a number he could 
choose from. After examining the ‘swatch’ he was sent, he se-
lected four mosaic designs, but it seems that he, too, had little 
success selling them to clients.77

The company’s business correspondence is a  good 
source of information about the system of offers and some-
times also about the artists who created individual mosaic 
designs. As we can see from the above examples, the company 
made some mosaics from its own designs. Customers who 
visited the factory in Innsbruck could see completed mosaics 
as well as cartoons, sketches, or albums of completed works in 
the presentation hall on the first floor of the building.78 While 

the above-mentioned Wilhelm Drechsler of Opava probably 
saw this display, most customers never came to Innsbruck. 
They could choose from a printed catalogue with a price list79 
or, if they had an idea for the theme of their mosaic, the sales 
director sent them several sketches by different authors and 
with the different costs of creating the work.80 

An illustrative example is an order that was placed by 
Jaroslav Pacovský, a clerk in the Czech town of Beroun. Late 
in July 1910, he wrote to Innsbruck asking the company to 
create a  mosaic picture for his father’s tomb chapel, which 
was already built, in the cemetery in the town of Písek. He 
was interested in a scene from the life of Christ and believed 
that the Resurrection might be the best one for the chapel. 
The company established communication a mere three days 
later and in the following week, it started to prepare the ma-
terials and asked Pacovský to send the measuring scale and 
a picture of the chapel. Several pictures of the Resurrection 
left Innsbruck shortly after that, and the investor ordered 
a mosaic defined by the location where it was kept on file as 
‘Skizze Mappe V, N. 8’,  with the additional information that 

13 – Mosaic of St Wenceslas based on a design by (?) Hess, 1915. Prague, Vinohrady Cemetery, Šubert family tomb 
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the finished work should be delivered to the address of mas-
ter stonemason Josef Zobal in Písek.81 

It follows from the research that orders for work 
created from ready-made designs by Tyrolean artists coop-

erating with the workshop were the most common option 
used for Czech sepulchral commissions. The correspond-
ence concerning the above-mentioned order of a medallion 
for Václav Anton Špaček states that it is a ‘Madonna based on  

14 – Mosaic of Christ based on a design by Max Rainer, 1904. Prostějov Cemetery, Chmelarz family tomb 

15 – Max Rainer, design for the mosaic of Christ on the Chmelarz family tomb, 1904. Innsbruck, private corporate archive of Tiroler 

Glasmalerei
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Schuhmacher’. 82 In the correspondence over a commission for 
Max Zehenter’s grave (today that of the Janda family) in Led-
nice, we can read about a commission for the head of Christ 
based on a design by Rainer (Max Rainer).83 A mosaic of the 
Holy Family over the grave of the Bursík family was based on 
a design by Gottlieb Schuller (1879–1959), and a lunette with 
an angel created for the Beaufort family tomb in the Vyšehrad 
cemetery and tympana with half-figures of Christ and the 
Virgin Mary created for the urn hall at Kokořín Castle were 
designed by Gilbert Heidegger (1872–1956);84 [Fig. 5, 6] ear-
lier artists who designed mosaic compositions also included 
the aforementioned Franz Schatz and Max Rainer. Most of 
these artists were employed as draughtsmen, mosaicists, or 
stained-glass painters directly in the mosaic workshop or in 
the neighbouring glass-painting company. 

Czech artists also created designs for mosaic work 
but, unlike the work of the Tyrolean painters, their designs 
had to be converted into a mosaic by mosaicists in Innsbruck. 
We can read between the lines of the correspondence that it 
was necessary to send a mosaic cartoon on a 1:1 scale accom-
panied by a coloured sketch to the workshop. We noted above 
that architect Jan Kotěra sent designs for ornamental mosaic 
bands to Innsbruck; later, he even asked for the drawings he 
had sent to be returned to him. Architect Adolf Duchoň also 
probably created designs for the borders for mosaic composi-
tions. We cannot find any other Czech artists who created se-
pulchral mosaics among the well-documented commissions 
completed after 1900, however; as for monumental designs, 
we can find two well-known works based on Jan Preisler’s 
(1872–1918) cartoons, for instance.85 The situation was appar-
ently different before 1900, when mosaics were only starting 
to be used in Bohemia and Moravia. The first mosaic orders 
are linked to the names of architect Antonín Barvitius and his 
collaborator, painter František Sequens. A  medallion of the 
half-figure of Christ the Good Shepherd for a tombstone in 
Prague based on a  design by Sequens was published in the 
contemporary press.86 This motif was used on a mosaic (that 
has completely fallen off today) set on the granite pylon of 
František Mašek’s tombstone in Olšany Cemeteries, and we 
also know of it from the preserved design.87 [Fig. 7] Sequens 
also designed the decoration of the interior of the Roskosch-
ny family tomb in Malvazinky with ornamental paintings and 
a mosaic lunette of the Virgin Mary.88 

A mosaic that was made far from the site where it was 
to be installed had to be produced perfectly. To ensure that 
the size was accurate, templates were often sent to Innsbruck 
along with information about its dimensions, especially if the 
place where it was to be installed was irregularly shaped. Lud-
vík Šalda thus sent metal cut-outs, whose size could not be 
exceeded, because the mosaics had to be set into a stone bed 

in the architecture of the tomb.89 Architect Polívka even sent 
to Innsbruck a  whole plaster model of the element that he 
was planning to decorate with a heraldic mosaic.90 

Completed works were in most cases set in metal 
frames, and this was true not just for smaller but also for larg-
er works (such as the Holy Family mosaic for the Bursík fam-
ily grave91 or the St Elizabeth mosaic from the cemetery in 
Horní Lomany92). The works were installed by stonemasons 
or specialised assemblers from Tiroler Glasmalerei- und Mo-
saikanstalt. Because they were very busy with commissions in 
some parts of the year, it often took several weeks before they 
could begin work on installing a  mosaic once it was ready. 
The mosaicists from Innsbruck set both large compositions 
and smaller complex mosaics. They were also invited by Jan 
Kotěra to install the round mosaic elements on Max Perutz’s 
grave.93 

16 – Immaculata from the Diessel family tomb from the demol-

ished cemetery in Horní Lomany, 1908. Cheb Museum collections
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Some mosaics were pasted on paper and set into 
a mortar bed. An illustrative example is the mosaic of Christ 
on the grave of the Chmelarz family in Prostějov. A template 
was sent to Innsbruck, and when the work was ready the 
company’s representative wrote to Chmelarz that he had sent 
the mosaic and asked when Chmelarz wanted the assembler 
to come. The investor answered him by return of post that 
instead of him, the company should discuss the installation 
with the Hauser stonemason company in Vienna, which was 
producing the tombstone itself. Mosaicist Franz Sauerwein 
then came by arrangement from Innsbruck and spent two 
days setting the work in place. The mason who prepared the 
wall and the scaffolding was often paid extra by the investor.94 

Capturing the colours of the design in the mosaic was 
a specific problem of commissions that were arranged at a dis-
tance. In most cases, possible shifts in the interpretation were 
not addressed in any way, but problems could arise in the case 
of heraldic symbols. This was the case of a mosaic of the coat 
of arms of Antonín Randa used on his Vyšehrad family tomb. 
After the completed mosaic arrived in Bohemia, the investor 
wrote to the company about the red colour used. Claiming that 
it was quite ‘verfehlt’, Randa requested that the coat of arms be 
remade. He chose a new colour from two red shade sample books 
that the company sent him.95 Despite occasional imperfections, 
the mosaic production from Innsbruck was considered a model 
of quality craftsmanship in its time. The resulting work was 
achieved through a combination of using the right design and 
transferring it by hand into the glass material. The compositions 
were made up of rectangular tesserae with partially abraded 
edges. The technique of arranging tiny tesserae close to each 
other almost without interstices created images that that can 
be clearly distinguished from later Czech mosaic production, 
which used a different type of glass material and often also 
a less precise arrangement. 

Conclusion

To sum up the information about the use of sepulchral mo-
saics from Innsbruck workshops in the Czech lands, we can 
say that most of the mosaic works that have survived are in 
cemeteries in the capital city of Prague. Another conclusion 
concerns the time span over which works were imported: 
the earliest mosaics are from the early 1880s and orders 
continued to be placed until approximately the start of the 
First World War. We can also occasionally come across Ty-
rolean works imported in the middle of the 1920s. Having 
described the scope and the types of mosaic commissions, 
the questions that remain concern the role that Innsbruck 
mosaics played in the overall context of decorations of Czech 
sepulchral monuments and the figures who promoted them.

In the early stages of the use of mosaic work the name 
of Antonín Barvitius needs to be mentioned. This architect, 
who knew Italy very well, designed many Neo-Renaissance 

buildings. He also concentrated on sepulchral architecture 
in the form of tombs or urbanistic and architectural designs 
for cemeteries.96 His best-known project is the composition 
he created for the arcade of Vyšehrad Cemetery. He drew 
on his experience with ‘campo santo’ type buildings in Italy 
but he also enthusiastically set off on a study tour of Central 
European localities. He visited Salzburg, Munich, and Inns-
bruck, where he found a model in the form of the Westfried-
hof founded in 1858. This may have been a source of inspira-
tion also for his overall conception of decorations for arcade 
tombs. 

It is in the work of Antonín Barvitius that we encoun-
ter the very first use of mosaics in Czech territory: ‘The archi-
tect Barvitius is building the basilica of St Wenceslas in Smíchov. 
[…] Like a string of pearls adorning a bride, the mosaic ornamen-
tation decorates the frontage of the basilica. For the first time in 
five centuries in our fatherland, he has used a mosaic in a man-
ner that is small in dimensions but as ingenious as diamonds 
on a wedding gown.’97 The admiring words of the priest, ar-
chaeologist, and publisher Ferdinand Josef Lehner, published 
in the journal Method, introduce us to the context in which 
the first orders for mosaics were made. The journal was the 
official periodical of the Christian Academy, for which both 
Lehner and Barvitius worked. Painter František Sequens and 
sculptor Ludvík František Šimek, Barvitius’s closest collabo-
rators in the field of producing sepulchral works, also worked 
for the Academy.98 It is clear from Sequens’s tomb decorations 
that his interest in the use of a rich array of bright colours and 
(their) durability led him to experiment with painting mate-
rial even before he began using mosaics. For example, he ren-
dered his painted works on a marble background.99 

In the milieu of the Christian Academy, mosaics were 
perceived as having clear ties to the Roman early Christian 
tradition.100 Echoes of this view can be read not only in con-
nection with the use of the technique itself and the glass ma-
terial but also on the iconographic level. An ideal example 
of this approach is the composition created from Sequens’s 
design that was installed in the interior of the Roskoschny 
family tomb depicting the Virgin Mary with outspread arms 
(as Method informs us again) ‘in the manner of Orans from the 
Roman catacombs’.101 [Fig. 8] The figural composition from 
1883 on the exterior of the tomb designed by Antonín Barvi-
tius is accompanied by a small mosaic medallion with a gold 
cross set against a blue background and with the letters alpha 
and omega. Similar decorations of an architecturally almost 
identical project were created, again by the involvement of 
Barvitius, for the Nowotný family tomb in the Klecany cem-
etery.102 A more complex mosaic motif was installed on the 
tomb Barvitius designed for the Peluněk family.103 We do not 
know the author of this mosaic depicting the half-figure of 
Christ Victorious on this tomb, but we can consider František 
Sequens again. After all, it was he who also designed a medal-
lion with Christ the Good Shepherd for the grave of Canon 
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František Mašek (died 1883) in Olšany Cemeteries. A simpler 
composition of a laurel wreath was also installed in the tym-
panum of the Beneš family tomb (1894), once again designed 
by Barvitius.104 

In later years, Antonín Barvitius favoured the type 
forms of mosaics produced by the Innsbruck-based work-
shops, i.e. from designs by Tyrolean artists. The design cre-
ated (probably by Barvitius) for the Špaček family tomb at 
Vyšehrad before 1900 thus includes a medallion with the Ma-
donna ‘based on [a design by] Schuhmacher’, while the Nowak 
tomb located nearby, with a similar architectural design, was 
adorned by a mosaic of Christ’s head ‘based on [a design by] 
Rauter’.105 [Fig. 9–11]

As well as tombs designed by Antonín Barvitius, it is 
also possible to mention the work of his companion Antonín 
Wiehl among the examples of mosaics produced before the 
end of the nineteenth century. He used mosaics in several se-
pulchral projects – for example, for the gold background of 
a marble bust of the Madonna on his own family tomb or in the 
tympanum of the sepulchral stele for Karel Sladkovský (1884) 
with distinctive sculptural decorations by Josef Václav Myslbek. 

Thanks to the activity of the two pioneers in the use of 
mosaic decorations, both of them ardent supporters of Neo-
Renaissance architecture, Prague’s cemeteries became in-
creasingly adorned with reflections of coloured glass surfaces 
in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. Mosaics 
were among the most sought-after materials for livening up 
the architectural designs for graves and tombs, which by that 
time were being built mostly in dark materials (grey marble 
and black syenite).

Larger mosaic compositions found use above all in the 
arcades built around cemetery churches or around the entire 
cemeteries. They were used, for example, in the side arcades of 
the cemetery church of SS Philip and James in Smíchov Cem-
etery (Malvazinky), the construction of which was headed by 
Adolf Duchoň. The tombs of the Šolle, Finger, and Siegmund 
families there were adorned with three semi-circular mosa-
ics applied to the extensions of these tombs, with a balanced 
composition of figures set against a wine-coloured background. 
Duchoň communicated with the Innsbruck-based mosaic com-
pany himself; there are records in the company’s business cor-
respondence of orders placed by him for ornamental borders as 
early 1900. Important mosaic compositions can also be found 
on the arcade of the Church of St Wenceslas in Vinohrady 
(Šubert family tomb) and in the arcades that encircled Vyšehrad 
Cemetery. Most of the latter were no longer supplied from 
Innsbruck but made by Czech mosaicists, namely, Viktor Foer-
ster (1867–1915) and his wife Marie.106 But even among them we 
can find an exception:  the Guardian Angel mosaic on the vault 
of the Beaufort (Šálek) family tomb, which was supplied from 
Innsbruck in 1912. Another Innsbruck mosaic with a blessing 
Christ dating from 1904 was applied to the newly built arcades 
of the Prostějov cemetery. 

Other smaller mosaics adorned individual tombstones 
or stelae – such as the ornamental glass mosaic details decorat-
ing the Art Nouveau tomb of Max Perutz in the Jewish Cem-
etery in Prague created by Jan Kotěra. A Star of David mosaic 
was ordered in 1904 for a Jewish customer from Brno.107 

Another well-known promoter of mosaic in monu-
mental architecture was the architect Osvald Polívka.108 The 
last of the interesting sepulchral mosaics worth mention here 
that was ordered from Tiroler Glasmalerei- und Mosaikan-
stalt is linked to him: the decoration of the Špaček family urn 
hall (columbarium) at Kokořín Castle. This hall, with a vaulted 
ceiling, is decorated with mosaics featuring the half-figures of 
Christ and the Virgin Mary, which are located in the exten-
sions of the columbaria, and the room is also furnished with 
mosaic-clad niches in which to place the urns. These decora-
tions are made complete by the coat of arms of the ennobled 
family Špaček of Starburg. The last commissions by Tyrolean 
mosaicists in Bohemia are not very distinctive – one example 
from 1924 is a  small medallion with the letters XP was ap-
plied to the extension on the tomb of the Wostrý family in 
Bystřice pod Hostýnem. The final order for a work destined 
for Bohemia on record in the Innsbruck company files is a yet 
to be located bust of the Madonna for a grave in Kraslice near 
Cheb.109 By that time the suppliers from Innsbruck had for 
two decades been facing competition from Czech mosaicists, 
who did not have their own material to work with and had to 
buy glass in Venice, which was reflected in the higher price of 
their work; Czech mosaicists, however, enjoyed broad social 
support in their native land during that strongly nationalistic 
period. 

Mosaics from Innsbruck were also disparaged for 
their artistic quality, which in the early twentieth century 
began to regarded as poor or unsuitable. Numerous negative 
comments about monumental mosaics can be found in the 
published literature, especially about Jan Preisler’s designs for 
the department store U Nováků and for Zemská banka (Land 
Bank, 1912) and about Mikoláš Aleš’s earlier designs for the 
same bank (1894–1896): ‘Mechanical copies in mosaic in which 
Aleš’s and Preisler’s styles have lost their value.’110 

The negative perception of stained glass and mosaic 
works from Innsbruck was thoroughly summed up by Karel 
B. Mádl: ‘They were supplied by the workshops in Innsbruck, 
to which we sent lots of money, for mosaics and even more of-
ten for painted windows. […] The delays and negligence, which 
took a good deal of money from our pockets, were also costly in 
terms of artistic value. Our painters drew cartoons and painted 
slightly coloured patterns for the Innsbruck workshops but were 
in no other contact with them. They had to patiently tolerate the 
manner in which their coloured sketches were transformed into 
glass-painting chromatics, which more than once was miles off 
their notion of the colours. […] And how many painted windows 
were brought to Bohemia with nothing of ours about them but 
the money with which the bills were paid! […] I believe O. Polívka 
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was the first to start decorating his banks with mosaics. Novák’s 
department store also received these monumental decorations 
recently. Once again, however, cartoons and sketches by Aleš, A. 
Boudová and Jan Preisler travelled abroad, and ready-made mo-
saics came back instead. […]’.111 

As well as criticising the Innsbruck production, 
Mádl’s article from 1905 also promoted Viktor Foerster’s 
new ‘Czech’ mosaic workshop set up in the Prague Castle 
complex. It soon took over a considerable part of the com-
missions, including the decorations for sepulchral sites. 
Foerster headed his atelier until the First World War, after 
which his wife continued the work; the mosaics that both 
of them created were mainly for graves located in the ar-
cades of Vyšehrad Cemetery. Nevertheless, some customers 
(especially in the German-speaking regions of Bohemia and 
Moravia) continued to look abroad. As well as the Tyrolean 
workshops, they could also turn to the Munich-based atel-
ier Königlich Bayerischen Mosaik-Hofkunstanstalt, which 
produced the mosaic decorations for the Buquoy tomb in 
Nové Hrady (1904) and the mosaic for the Pfeiffer-Kral fam-
ily tomb in Jablonec nad Nisou (c. 1905), or to the Berlin-
based Puhl & Wagner factory, which produced a  mosaic of 
Christ for the tombstone of factory owner Wilhelm Lerch in 
Skuhrov nad Bělou (1915). An allegorical figural composition 
designed by Leopold Forstner (1878–1936) and created by his 
Wiener Mosaikwerkstätte was exceptionally applied in the 
Šumperk cemetery.112 

A list of mosaic works 

I. Sepulchral works preserved in situ

Bystřice pod Hostýnem
Medallion with the Christogram XP on the Wostrý family 
tombstone, diameter 0.2 m, 1924.
Bystřice pod Hostýnem, cemetery, Hostýnská Street

Klecany
Medallion with a cross and the letters alpha and omega on 
the Nowotný family tomb, diameter: 0.4 m, 1882.
Klecany, cemetery, Čsl. armády Street 

Kokořín
Mosaics in the urn chapel – lunettes with Christ and the 
Virgin Mary, the coat of arms of the Špaček family, urn 
niche cladding, size of the lunettes: 1.4 × 0.7 m, design: Gil-
bert Heidegger, 1913. [Fig. 6]
Kokořín Castle

Lednice
Head of Christ mosaic on the Janda family tomb, diameter: 
0.5 m, design: Max Rainer, 1905.

Lednice, cemetery, Mikulovská Street 

Prague 2
Lunette with an angel on the Beaufort (originally Šálek) 
family tombstone, 1.5 × 2.5 m, design: Gilbert Heidegger (?), 
1912.
Prague 2 – Vyšehrad, Vyšehrad Cemetery, grave no. 39, sect. 
14ark, Štulcova Street

Head of Christ mosaic on the Nowak family tomb, 0.5 × 1 m, 
design: Max Rainer, late nineteenth or early twentieth cen-
tury.
Prague 2 – Vyšehrad, Vyšehrad Cemetery, grave no. 4, sect. 
2, Štulcova Street

Family coat of arms on the tomb of Antonín Randa, diameter: 
0.7 m, c. 1902.
Prague 2 – Vyšehrad, Vyšehrad Cemetery, grave no. 20, sect. 
14ark, Štulcova Street

Madonna with child on the Špaček family tomb, diameter: 
0.5 m, design: Philipp Schumacher, late nineteenth or early 
twentieth century.
Prague 2 – Vyšehrad, Vyšehrad Cemetery, grave no. 6, sect. 
2, Štulcova Street 

Decorative mosaic on the tombstone of the Unger family 
(extension featuring a medallion with a cross and the letters 
alpha and omega), 0.3 × 0.7 m, design: Rudolf Margrei ter, 
1901. [Fig. 12]
Prague 2 – Vyšehrad, Vyšehrad Cemetery, grave no. 13, sect. 
14ark, Štulcova Street

Gold decorative work on the Wiehl family tomb, 0.5 × 0.4  m, 
1900.
Prague 2 – Vyšehrad, Vyšehrad Cemetery, grave no. 12, sect. 
14ark, Štulcova Street

Prague 3
Decorative work on the tombstone of the Perutz family (dec-
orative strips on the consoles and small side pillars; strips on 
the consoles: 0.3 × 0.06 m), design: Jan Kotěra, 1904.
Prague 3 – Žižkov, Jewish cemeteries, Izraelská Street 

Christogram in a laurel wreath on the Beneš family tomb-
stone (the missing parts of the mosaic were replaced with 
Italian glass during renovation work) 0.7 × 2.5 m, late nine-
teenth or early twentieth century.
Prague 3 – Žižkov, Olšany Cemeteries, cemetery IV, sect. 14, 
Vinohradská Street 

A cross with plant tendrils on the tombstone of Mr and Mrs 
Bittner (the mosaic is virtually unpreserved; in the tympa-
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num, there are only small sections of the original composi-
tion), 1.5 × 0.3 m, 1898.
Prague 3 – Žižkov, Olšany Cemeteries, cemetery IV, sect. 9, 
Vinohradská Street 

Head of Christ the Good Shepherd mosaic on the tomb-
stone of František Mašek, diameter: 0.5  m (very little/al-
most none of the mosaic has been preserved; only small 
sections of the original composition are in the medallion), 
design: František Sequens, late nineteenth century.
Prague 3 – Žižkov, Olšany Cemeteries, cemetery IV, sect. 12, 
Vinohradská Street

Lunette with the head of Christ on the tombstone of Canon 
Maurus Pfannerer, 0.3 × 0.5 m (part of the mosaic decora-
tions on the tombstone on the triangular extension of the 
tombstone has not survived), first half of the 1890s.
Prague 3 – Žižkov, Olšany Cemeteries, cemetery VII, sect. 
23, Vinohradská Street 

Cross with plant tendrils on the tombstone of Karel Slad-
kovský, 1.5 × 0.3 m (the mosaic’s current appearance is the 
outcome of reconstruction work, during which almost the 
whole mosaic was imprecisely set again), design: Ferdinand 
Kessler, 1884.
Prague 3 – Žižkov, Olšany Cemeteries, cemetery IV, sect. 6, 
Vinohradská Street

The Holy Family on the Bursík family tomb, 0.9 × 1.1 m, de-
sign: Gottlieb Schuller, 1910–1911.
Prague 3 – Vinohrady, Vinohrady Cemetery, Church of St 
Wenceslas, Vinohradská Street 

St Wenceslas on the Šubert family tomb, 0.9 × 1.1 m, design: 
(?) Hess, 1915. [Fig. 13]
Prague 3 – Vinohrady, Vinohrady Cemetery, Church of St 
Wenceslas, Vinohradská Street

Prague 5 
Christ Victorious on the Peluněk family tomb, 1 × 1.4  m 
(missing parts of the mosaic were replaced with Italian 
glass during renovation work), c. 1900 (tomb reportedly 
built 1881).
Prague 5 – Smíchov, Smíchov Cemetery, U Smíchovského 
hřbitova Street

Gold background on the von Portheim family tomb, lu-
nette: 2.2 × 1.2 m, after 1900.
Prague 5 – Smíchov, Smíchov Cemetery, U Smíchovského 
hřbitova Street 

Decorative work on the Roskoschny family tomb (medal-
lion with a  cross and the letters alpha and omega in the 

exterior and a lunette with the Virgin Mary in the interior 
of the tomb; lunette: 1.3 × 2.5 m, lunette design: František 
Sequens, before 1882.
Prague 5 – Smíchov, Smíchov Cemetery, U Smíchovského 
hřbitova Street 

Christ Crucified on the Finger family tombstone, 1.5 × 1  m, 1900.
Prague 5 – Smíchov, Smíchov Cemetery, Church of SS Phil ip 
and James, U Smíchovského hřbitova Street 

St Anthony of Padua on the Siegmund family tomb, 1.5 × 1 m, 
1900 (?). 
Prague 5 – Smíchov, Smíchov Cemetery, Church of SS Philip 
and James, U Smíchovského hřbitova Street 

Christ Victorious on the Šolle family tomb, 1.5 × 1 m, 1900. 
Prague 5 – Smíchov, Smíchov Cemetery, Church of SS  
Philip and James, U Smíchovského hřbitova Street 

Prostějov
Christ on the Chmelarz family grave, 1.6 × 0.8 m, design: 
Max Rainer, 1904. [Fig. 14, 15]
Prostějov, cemetery, Brněnská Street 

II. Transferred sepulchral works

Horní Lomany
Immaculata for the Diessl family tomb chapel, 1908. [Fig. 
16]
Cemetery in Horní Lomany; the mosaic from the vanished 
cemetery was purchased for the Cheb Museum collection 
in 2001

Písek
Resurrected Christ for the Pacovský family tomb, 1910.
Písek, Holy Trinity churchyard; the mosaic from the  
vanished cemetery was re-set on the enclosure wall of the 
Church of SS Peter and Paul in Prague-Radotín

III. Sepulchral works that have been lost

Horní Lomany
Landscape and the Calvary for the Maier family tomb  
chapel, 1913.
Cemetery in Horní Lomany.

St Elizabeth for an unknown tomb, design: Konrad Mignon, 
1911.
Cemetery in Horní Lomany
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Původ snímků – Photographic credits: 1, 2, 4–6, 15: Zuzana Křenková; 3, 7, 10, 12, 14: Vladislava Říhová; 8: Jakub Kmošek; 9, 11, 13: Michaela Knězů 

Knížová; 16: Muzeum Cheb
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Nejstarší mozaiky pro náhrobky  
v Čechách a na Moravě z produkce 
innsbruckých firem

V l a d i s l a v a  Ř í h o v á  –  Z u z a n a  K ř e n k o v á

Studie se věnuje importům mozaik pro hrobky a náhrobky 
v období od osmdesátých let 19. století do dvacátých let 
20. století. Sleduje díla mozaikářských firem z Innsbrucku, 
které založil Albert Neuhauser: Mosaik-Werkstätte für 
christliche Kunst (1876–1899) a nástupnického podniku Tiroler 
Glasmalerei- und Mosaikanstalt (od roku 1900). Z průzkumu 
innsbruckých, vídeňských a českých hřbitovů je zřejmé, že 
dílny pracovaly na řadě velkých figurálních kompozic, ale 
dodávaly i drobné ornamentální práce. Více detailů osvětlil 
výzkum v českém prostředí, který odhalil díla v Praze 
a v regionech (např. Františkovy Lázně, Písek, Lednice, 
Prostějov, Bystřice pod Hostýnem).  
Detaily jednotlivých objednávek mozaik jsou různorodé. 
Můžeme je sledovat díky knihám s regesty obchodní 
korespondence, vedeným od roku 1900 (uloženy v archivu 
současného podniku Tiroler Glasmalerei). Dokumentují 
zakázky od počátečního kontaktu po vyúčtování. Samotné 
návrhy děl jsou zachovány jen z malé části v originálech, další 

známe z fotografií vlepených do dvoudílného alba (uloženo 
tamtéž). Díky archiváliím se podařilo rozkrýt detaily systému 
nabídek a někdy též autory návrhů konkrétních mozaikových 
kompozic. Firma často zhotovovala ornamentální i figurální 
motivy podle vlastních předloh od malířů spojených přímo 
s dílnou. V českém prostředí je tato možnost využívána 
nejčastěji. Protipólem byli čeští autoři návrhů. Jejich díla se 
v Innsbrucku do mozaikové techniky jen převáděla (sázela) 
na základě zaslaného kresebného kartonu ve velikosti 
1 : 1 a barevné skici. Hotová díla putovala zpět zasazená 
v kovových rámečcích, jejich osazení na místo řešili kameníci 
dodávající náhrobek nebo specializovaní montéři vyslaní 
z Innsbrucku. Kameníci a architekti, kteří innsbruckou firmu 
úspěšně doporučili zákazníkovi, dostali provizi z výše  
ceny díla. 
U zrodu používání mozaikových děl stojí v Čechách osobnost 
architekta Antonína Barvitia (průčelí kostela sv. Václava 
v Praze na Smíchově). Barvitius patřil do prostředí Akademie 
křesťanské, kde byla mozaika vnímána v jasném vztahu 
k římské raně křesťanské tradici. Zde se pro její použití 
inspiroval i autor návrhů pro sepulkrální mozaiková díla, malíř 
František Sequens. Studii v závěru doplňuje soupis realizací, 
který sleduje sepulkrální mozaikářská díla zachovaná in situ 
(25), transferovaná (2) a zaniklá (3).

Obrazová příloha: 1 – Hrobka rodiny Poetsch s kompozicí Zvěstování dle návrhu Michaela Riesera, 1884. Innsbruck, Západní hřbitov;  
2 – Hrobka rodiny Poetsch, detail tváře anděla z mozaiky Zvěstování, 1884. Innsbruck, Západní hřbitov; 3 – Náhrobek malíře Georga Madera, 
detail mozaiky v centrální části náhrobku, 1884. Innsbruck, hřbitov ve Wiltenu; 4 – Dvoustrana z nabídkového katalogu mozaik Illustrierte 
Preisliste von verschiedenen Mosaikarbeiten aus der Mosaik-Werkstätte des Albert Neuhauser in Innsbruck Tirol, konec 19. století. Soukromá sbírka; 
5 – Gilbert Heidegger, návrh na mozaiku Panny Marie pro urnovou halu hradu Kokořína, 1913. Innsbruck, soukromý archiv Tiroler Glas-
malerei; 6 – Mozaika Krista dle návrhu Gilberta Heideggera, 1913. Kokořín, urnová hala hradu Kokořína; 7 – František Sequens, návrh Krista 
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mozaikového medailonu s Madonou, před rokem 1900. Innsbruck, soukromý archiv Tiroler Glasmalerei; 11 – Madona podle návrhu Philippa 
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mramorového nástavce hrobky rodiny z Ungerů na Vyšehradském hřbitově v Praze, 1901. Innsbruck, soukromý archiv Tiroler Glasmalerei; 
13 – Mozaika sv. Václava podle návrhu (?) Hesse, 1915. Praha, Vinohradský hřbitov, hrobka rodiny Šubertových; 14 – Mozaika Krista podle 
návrhu Maxe Rainera, 1904. Prostějov, hřbitov, hrobka rodiny Chmelarzových; 15 – Max Rainer, návrh pro mozaiku Krista pro hrobku rodiny 
Chmelarzových, 1904. Innsbruck, soukromý archiv Tiroler Glasmalerei; 16 – Immaculata z hrobky rodiny Diesselovy z demolovaného hřbito-
va v Horních Lomanech, 1908. Muzeum Cheb


